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This thesis deals with the theological work of the Czech 19th century author Jan 
Valerián Jirsík (1798–1883). Its first part consists of an introduction into the Czech 
historical context of the 19th century and the life of the author. Its second part presents a 
survey of the literary-theological work of Jirsík in three life phases: the first phase is 
demarked by his activity as chaplain and vicar, the second phase by his editorial activity 
for Casopis pro katolické duchovenstvo (trans. Magazine for catholic clergy) and the last 
phase by his pontifical years in the diocese of Southern Bohemia. His literary work is 
divided by theme into various periods, shortly described and characterized. The last and 
major section of this thesis deals with the most comprehensive and renown work of Jan 
Valerián Jirsík – Populární dogmatika (trans. Popular doctrine). This pivotal work of 
theologian Jirsík is discussed at large and analyzed by tractate, both apologetic and 
dogmatic. The conclusion expresses the prevailing character of the entire work of Jirsík 
and its significance. 
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